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About This Content

Customize your Epic Snail with the Snowblaster Kit!
This kit includes the following items:

* The Snowblaster Weapon (Cannon Class)
* Winter Blue Snail and Shell Skin

* Winter Camouflage Helmet
* Orange Ski Mask with White Balaclava

* Radio Headphones
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Oh, Chips Challenge; how wonderful are you. Aside from causing great distress, anger, and rage at the trolling that this puzzle
game brings to you; it is a wonderful challenge at any age.

This game will surely bring many challenges with it, and with the bundle of the first time ever released Chips Challenge 2 and a
level editor, this is well worth the price.

Seriously, if you like puzzles; get this game; and get it now.. It's really hard but its also awsome great game :)
. reccomnded to buy this and USE the super exp plan...BUT ONLY till you are..about level 20...then turn it off..it makes the
games very easy BUT early on prevents a LOT of grinding....like..a lot of a lot. Really loving this and can't recommend it
enough. Beat Hazard is the ultimate marriage of music and gaming in my eyes and has endless replayability. Dynamic twin stick
shooter gameplay based on your music with absolutely insane visuals? YES PLEASE!

If you've played Beat Hazard 1 and are thinking about buying this, don't even hesitate. Even at this stage in Early Access, BH2 is
a marked improvement over the original, with new weapons, enemies, bosses, better graphics, support for all music services in
addition to your local music files, Steam Workshop, etc, etc.

Highly recommended!. i literally fell asleep for 3 hours on the floor with the vive still on my face. I enjoy playing pinball tables.
This Worms-theme pinball table, I can tell, is a good one. However, it does need of polishing because you will able to tell this
game is made in 1998. HD (high def) version of this game is definitely needed and can make a huge difference between not
recommendable or recommended. Another problem is the pricing which is 7.99 as time of this review. That's rather high for a
digital pinball table and an unpolished one at that.

If they polish this with high-definition with better resolutions, then I would recommend this.
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The campaing is boring and repetitive but the main problem is the annoying voice of the main character.
The multiplayer, which was great, is completely dead.

Can't recommend :/. Powargrid is a great board game like abstract game.
The relatively simple rules create interesting and complex situations.

Things that are great:
1) Very simple rules that are explained thoroughly in the campaign
2) Interesting campaign missions that clearly had a lot of thought put into them
3) Very amusing sense of humor in the mission dialogue
4) The concept for the game is fantastic \u2013 easy to learn hard to master is \/very\/ overused but this game seems to be a
good example

There are only a few things that are a little frustrating.
1) is there a way to skip the (admittedly very funny the first time) dialogue in the missions?
2) is there a way to scroll around the screen? I usually play games like this while Netflix is on the other half of the screen but
doing so without a way to scroll to the part of the map is not workable.
3) keyboard shortcuts: they don't appear to be re-bindable, for people starting the game the towers are 1,2,4,5 (I assume tower 3
is just introduced past the part I am?), having the end turn key be hitting tab twice without a way to change it is odd at best and
annoying at worst.. This game is simply amazing and cheap. It has a little retro game style to it and 500 achievements to collect!
Also trading cards! It is simply worth the money and a pretty good game. You should really check it out if you have some cents
left in your account that simply won't buy anything.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 this piece of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing
donkey\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665of a game. Still enjoyed it though 10\/10. Hi,guys Good job, I have to say u guys gave
us more freedom in the game setting area like the Super weapons option. thats sick. we got more happy and exciting. .Please
puls an Unlimited resources option also, we will very thankful, and we can have a 1 v 7 match ....hahaha :)
. I played, with no instruction or direction, no puzzles, only the meters to indicate I am losing vitals like in h1z1 (least these arent
buggy)

Ni hao lo ma to ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ dev team.

"We alfraid we got some "bad news" that our situation rightnow there's only "two developers" working on the game. That's sad
and here a "Good news" we won't give up on you! "

Alas, we have already given up on you. I paid 2 bucks to troll. Not even asking for a refund but need to say you guys ♥♥♥♥ing
suck.

Why must we see the hands ?so we dont die of complete boredom long before dehydration? which is every 50 steps.

Lets re-write your description:

"It contains elements of horror ( as you are dead most of your playing time), adventure ( as you dont know wtf you are or wtf
you are going), and puzzle solving (the only thing puzzling is why this game isnt free and why they made this in the forst place)
that quickly allows you to realize they really ♥♥♥♥ed you like you were in a Porn Star Experience with #lexingtonsteele
#byronlong #jakesteed #BBC

. I wanna start this review off by mentioning I've never played a WarioWare game. My editor recommended this one to me
because I really like challenging games and for the unbeatable price of 2$ I couldn't resist.

The gameplay mainly consists of 5 second very basic mini games. You don't really have to think hard on how to solve them, but
you do need to react very quickly or you lose a life. The fun really comes from when you get surprised by a mini game you
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haven't seen before and suddenly have to react. All of the mini games are reasonably fun.

After giving the game a try I really gotta mention how fun the game was in the short while I played it. The replayability is really
where the game will likely shine. I could easily see the game being passed around at a party to see how far your friends can get.
For the price I highly recommend it.

This is my first impressions: https://youtu.be/SgeEBTpkbcQ. Yee-haw I can play as a dog. its a wide open space for you to
roam. Bought the game the day or so it came out, but only finally found the time to play it very recently. Fantastic characters
and humor that actually was some of the best I have ever seen in a game. Great job Crankage, I will totally try out whatever else
you make.
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